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BACKGROUND

The NICU expenses to the hospital are classified into fixed (salaries to the personnel, equipment costs, etc) and variable costs (supplies). These costs are a major decisive factor for fixing the patient bill.1 2 Floor cleaning is an essential part of maintaining asepsis in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Although there are numerous agents, there is limited evidence to guide the choice of floor cleaning agents in the NICU.3 4 The microbicidal activity and the economic impact of these agents are variable. Ovum woman and child specialty hospital is a 15-bedded level-III tertiary care referral centre in Bangalore rural. The NICU is spread over three patient care areas (including isolation and stepdown areas) over 1850 square feet. We used 2% glutaraldehyde (Bacillocid special) once in 6 hours for floor cleaning. The chemical disinfectant consumption for glutaraldehyde alone amounted to an expense ranging between Rs. 23,590 and Rs. 26,960 in May and June 2021 (Rs. 100 per patient per day).

METHODS OF IMPROVEMENT

A multidisciplinary QI team was formed consisting of the housekeeping in charge, infection control nurse of NICU, manager, 2 consultants of NICU and lead neonatologist of the hospital. The study was conducted in the NICU between May 2021 and March 2022. In the first team meeting, the reasons for floor cleaning agents increased costs was analysed using the root cause analysis. The consultants and nurse decided to review the available chemical disinfectants and their microbicidal action. The housekeeping in charge and manager were responsible to look into the dilution and inadvertent wastage of the solution during cleaning. In the second meeting, after a week, it was found that the solution usage was as per the manufacturer. Based on evidence, a detailed discussion of available chemical disinfectants was presented based on evidence. The team decided to try the hypochlorite-based solution, in comparison to hypochlorite, had the advantage of action even in the presence of organic matter, killing Mycobacteria and spores of Bacillus. The cost of hypochlorite-based solutions was relatively less. As infections posed by Mycobacteria and Bacillus were low in NICU, the team decided to try the hypochlorite-based solution in a few shifts (change idea). One team member raised a concern about increased healthcare-associated infections (HCAI) with the new policy. The team members decided to implement the change cautiously with careful monitoring of HCAI rates (balancing measure).

The NICU had a baseline incidence of HCAI rate of 8 per 1000 patient days in the preceding 2 years (2019 and 2020). We aimed to reduce the floor cleaning costs of the NICU by 50% without a 10% increase in HCAI over 3 months (July 2021 to September 2021). An episode of HCAI was labelled based on the German neonatal nosocomial infection surveillance system.5 The infection control team did the surveillance for HCAI. The data on the consumption of floor cleaning agents used to derive the NICU costs (balancing measure).
solutions were obtained between the 25th of the previous month to the 24th of the current month (indent cycle of NICU) from the indent data of the hospital management system. A number of shifts glutaraldehyde and hypochlorite were used were the process measures. The monthly costs incurred per patient per day on both the solutions for the NICU were the outcome measure.

In the first Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle (PDSA) (2 July 2021–31 July 2021), the team decided to use 1% hypochlorite for floor cleaning only in the afternoon shift and continue with glutaraldehyde-based solutions for the remaining three shifts. The change in protocol of floor cleaning was informed to the team of housekeeping personnel at the beginning of the month and a reminder was placed as a poster at the NICU noticeboard. In addition, the monitoring for HCAI was continued.

With no significant changes to the rate of HCAI, the team decided to extend the use of hypochlorite solution to three shifts and continue with glutaraldehyde in one shift in the second PDSA (2 August 2021–31 August 2021). The change in the floor cleaning protocol was similarly informed and updated in the notice board as in the first PDSA. The monthly results of cost consumption and HCAI rates were displayed on the hospital notice. We used the run chart rules proposed by Anhøj.6

RESULTS
After implementing the new policy stepwise, there was a significant reduction in cost consumption on floor cleaning solutions without any change in the HCAI rate. There was a reduction in NICU cost consumption from a range of Rs. 23 500–Rs. 26 960/- (Rs. 100/patient/day) to a range of Rs. 7 941–Rs. 15 355/- (Rs. 49/patient/day) after the change.

We used the run charts to analyse our quantitative data. We used 2 months (May and June 2021) costs per patient per day to calculate the median baseline. We identified a shift from July 2021 to January 2022 (figure 1). The median HCAI rate during the study period was 3.7 per 1000 patient days, less than the expected rate of preceding years (online supplemental figure 1).

CONCLUSION
We reduced the operational expenditure of housekeeping in NICU by around 13 000 rupees a month without any increase in HCAI. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a hospital using QI methodology to reduce costs on housekeeping. This saved cost is equivalent to a monthly salary of the housekeeping personnel of the hospital. The study analysed an indirect measure of no increase in HCAI to support the change idea instead of a direct measure of microbiological surveillance is a limitation of the study. We believe that other hospitals, especially in the resource-limited setup, could use similar approach to ease their consumption cost and continue quality care.
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